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This is a remake of Mega Man X (1) with new graphics and features. Like the Mega Man X8, it's a scrolling game with 3-D graphics. Aside from the simple look update, however, Capcom has made a few other changes to the game itself, the main one being the fact that now you can play through the entire game as Vile, not just as X. Common Notes For the most part this game (at
least X side) plays like the original; However, here are a few differences... Now you can get out of the stage at any time, even if you haven't completed it yet. Your weapon is replenished every time you die. Your pictures don't go through the walls here. Dash-jumping from the walls doesn't seem to work well in this game. X Mode: This is an alternative fire button. You can still shoot
your buster with even if you have a master weapon equipped. But you can't charge with help. Just with. When you lose all your life, you are loaded back onto the scene select screen. (Or return to the title screen if you lose all your life in the intro stage.) It really isn't a big loss, however, since Continue in classic games puts you in the early stages anyway, so all you really lose is a
bit of time. Some of Sigma's serfs have been completely rebuilt. In Vile Mode, the stages are more or less the same, but the layouts of the enemy and the object are different. You can go back to the intro stage and even the fortress stages (even without a clear game save). There are new plot sequences, and of course the whole nature of the dialogue has changed. There are two
modes of complexity. Hard mode is very similar to normal mode, except the bosses have new attacks that they will pull out. (Sometimes they use them as usual as well.) I'll detail these where it's applicable. The game does not offer for you to save after stages. You have to remember to do it yourself on the scene selection screen (click Select). Vile Vile does not use a special
weapon like X does; instead, he has three weapons mounted in three places of his body: the arms, the shoulder of the gun, and the legs. You can equip different weapons for these three slots and you use three different buttons to shoot three weapons... which is both a blessing and a curse. Specifically, Vile's legs weapon use the same button as Dash X, which means I tend to
forget that I can't dash and get clobbered by what I've been trying to avoid because Vile is on his knees to use his arms legs instead of... Vile has one energy meter weapon that all his weapons share. However, meter refueling is fast over time, so it really just limits how fast you can shoot from a weapon. If the meter runs out, you just have to wait a couple of seconds in order to
recharge enough for you to shoot again. The big problem with Vile is that it has an extremely slow recovery time on most of its weapons. Although it uses one of these weapons, you cannot dodge attacks. Attacks. You really have to be careful when you shoot because you don't want Vile's feet to be nailed to the ground at the most wrong moment. This makes Vile feel more
sluggish than X and adds a new angle of complexity to the game. Play Control: Play control is pretty standard, albeit a bit sluggish. But not bad. X has a slight habit of turning when it gets hit, but it's not as noticeable as in some other X series games. Graphics: Backgrounds are pretty good in many areas. A lot of attention has been paid to things in the background, but at the same
time, it's usually pretty easy to tell which objects are in the foreground and what things are in the background (and so that you can touch and what you can't). They were often very smart about it, especially with the hills in the Sting Chameleon scene. My only complaint with the graphics is that the 3-D prospect makes it difficult from time to time to say exactly when you should jump
when you're trying to clear holes and such. Animation: I usually like models. Some enemies look a little blunt. But most of them have improved animation. For example, laser robots that fall on conveyor belts on the Flame Mammoth stage look really creepy, but they are well animated. (Actually, they look creepy because they're animated well...) Music: The music is completely
updated, as expected. I miss the password tunes though, and some of the songs, particularly Armadillo's armored, have the main melody buried so much you can barely do it. And not to mention the music of Vile Mode, which is all indistinguishable heavy metal with a few notable tunes to speak. Sound Effects: Ironically, half of the sound effects are straight out of the Mega Man
X8, while the other half sounds like updated versions of the original SNES sounds. They also added voice samples, of course, to the bosses and to X himself, such as when he shoots a special weapon. Plot: They did a very good job of updating the narrative while keeping the same basic plot premise the same. X is a kind of dunce from time to time though, for example, when he's
not sure he recognizes Dr. Light (yes, X!). At least he's not in whiny I don't want to fight mode in this game, though. And the artwork used during the plot sequence is very nice, not to mention clear and clear. (However, facial portraits do not take into account X improvements.) Complexity: (normal) On the default setting, the difficulty is about average. 3-D view and a little sluggish
control play make the game all so-a little harder than the SNES version, but it really isn't that important. Replay Value: Aside from being a remake of a good game to start with, there are some play values in what you should through at least twice if you want to see everything (X and Vile). Polish: Polish: polished game with a clean interface. Nothing popped up on me too much,
although I have to admit I found it amusing that this game suffers from NES-style slowdown. 15 years later and dozens of system updates and they still haven't figured out how to keep the game from slowing down when there are too many sprites on the screen right away... Overall: 88% Is a good remake, and definitely an improvement over the direct port. But let's face it - it's a
remake. If you've already played the original version of the game to death, you can't find this remake will cost it a steep price tag. If you're not a big fan of Vile... (Keep clicking right while on stage select the screen until it slides over.) X Mode Capcom shuffled all the improvements, but they did so in a way that was impossible to avoid revisiting the steps. Because of this, I
recommend a slightly different order here than in the SNES version. Also note that you can reduce the stage again by making the Mammoth Flame first, but visiting Chill Penguin first will ice over the mammoth flame scene, making it easier on you. Vile Mode Vile doesn't have a pattern of using one Maverick weapon the next, so some bosses you just have to win using all the
weapons you have. Here are just suggestions. Note that Infinity Gig is one of the best weapons in the game, but you have to clear the four stages before you can use it. Also, some bosses are easier to beat without exploiting their weaknesses than others, so if you have a problem with someone, just skip it and go to someone else. There are no hatches in this game; You fight the
bosses in a predetermined order. In Vile Mode, you can choose a weapon to take in the fortress stages based on who you come across there. Station 1: Running Octopus Boomerang Kuwanger Station 2: Armored Armadillo Storm Eagle Spark Mandrill Station 3: Chill Penguin Sting Chameleon Flame Mammoth Vile 1st Time: Now you can actually beat Vile during the intro stage
without much trouble. Just aim at the head and run under it when he jumps. However, even when you defeat him, it will just grab you anyway. Pretty lame. In a way, the plot worked better when you had to lose the battle and get grabbed by one health... X first time: It's cute that you're fighting X in the intro stage during Vile Mode. You don't get Vile's Ride Armor to use here,
however. Perhaps the easiest way to defeat X is to jump over it and bomb it. He sometimes jumps into the air himself, but usually not often enough to be a problem. Bosspider: Same as the original game, only more animated. Use Shotgun Ice or charged shots from X-Buster. For Vile, try any weapon you can hit the spider with quickly. You have to him when the gems are stones
and glowing on the back (immediately after it touches the ground). It also drops small spiders that you can pull out with super-shots or special weapons. Rangda Bangda (Face): Same as the original game. Eyes attack while the walls are open, but the nose closes the walls to attack. Stay on the walls until they are closed and use Chameleon Sting or Homing Torpedo (Vile's Infinity
Gig works very well here). If you destroy your nose first, your eyes attack at the same time. If you destroy your eyes first, the walls remain closed throughout the battle. Vile 2nd time: He will be off his Ride Armor this time (thanks to zero sacrificing himself for absolutely no reason what it is, since Vile is easy enough to win his Ride Armor in this game), so try Rolling Shield or
Homing Torpedo. What's funny about this fight Vile will use some of his shoulder and knee animation weapons from Vile Mode. X and zero: Yes, you're struggling with them essentially at the same time. It's actually pretty cool (too bad you as a player can't do it too often). Usually, X and zero switch and exit and fight you one on one, but sometimes they attack together. X usually
tags with fully charged Rolling Shield actively; You will need a weapon that can cut through it to get rid of it, or if you wait long enough, it will go away on its own. There are no walls to climb here, so you have to jump their shots. When the X and zero charge together, wait on the floor until they fire and then jump the shot (otherwise it will track you into the air). D-Rex: This thing
comes in two halves. You can safely touch the bottom half, and even stand on it while watching it to try to smash you. Shoot the top half with Boomerang Cutter or charged X-Buster shots, and be sure to do a lot of dashing dodge parts. (I hope you took the boots!) Dog Sigma: Try Shotgun Ice, or fully powered X-Buster shots. You can avoid its ice by climbing the wall, and fire by
standing in the corner if the dog is far enough away from you (otherwise, jump over the dog and stand behind it). Hit the dog with loaded shots to knock him down; Try to do it repeatedly, so he has little chance to attack. Sigma 1st time: The original template for this guy still works, but he throws in some shots between them who throws a monkey wrench into things. Note that
charged X-Buster shots now do more harm than conventional shots (if you have zero upgrades), so feel free to charge the gun while waiting for it to climb the wall after you. Sigma 2nd time: Only Rolling Shields will work for him. If you want to use Buster shots, you should have an upgrade and charge up level to do any damage at all, and it takes forever. I'd use the X-Buster only
as a last resort if you run out of Rolling Shield Energy. Stay away from the floor and on the wall as much as possible; Stand on Platform only long enough to get into position to toss the Rolling Shield on the green panel in Sigma's head and then get back again. The top corner of the room, against the wall, is the safest place to be, although sometimes lightning that hands shoot
can still hit you there. Sigma has a new attack where he shoots a blue beam from the shoulder that rains down on you; stand under one of his hands to avoid it. However, this attack is slow enough that you can get a few free hits on Sigma before you have to take cover, so it actually works in your favor when it uses it. Remember that if you lose in any of the last three battles, you
have to start over with Sigma's dog again (at least he doesn't repeat his speeches anymore). Fully charge the Rolling Shield and use it to destroy the caterpillars in the vertical tunnel before Sigma quickly recharge any sub-tanks you may have used. This game uses saved games. As far as I know, there is no password mode. This means you can't use passwords from Mega Man
X1. You will have to play to the end from scratch. It's not exactly bad why else would you buy a game, after all? But it also means that I can't post anything here. Note that you can save at any time, even in the middle of the stage. Also, your saved games will remember how many lives you had and how full your Sub-Tanks were, which doesn't apply to the old password system.
Heart Tanks (X Mode) Chill Penguin Stage: Right after you get the Ride Armor, jump up the ledge high above your head (use The Ride Armor as a jump pulse if you need to.) Use the fire wave to blow up the building there. Mammoth Flame Stage: Defeat cold penguin. The heart tank is under a ledge in cooled lava. Storm Eagle Stage: Ride up the conveyor platforms found at the
beginning of the stage, but when you reach the top take a huge leap left. (Dash-jump helps here.) The heart is on top of the building at the end. Spark Mandrill Stage: It's pretty easy to spot later on stage. Use Boomerang Cutter to grab it from its high ledge. Launch Octopus Stage: Destroy the ship above you that showers you with missiles. Ride it down through closed doors. Go
to the right and defeat the sea snake. Head right to your prize. Armored stage Armadillo: Fall behind the second tank and destroy it with a fire wave. (You can also use other weapons, but Fire Wave is one of the easiest.) Once the tank is destroyed, Heart Tank will be easy prey. Boomerang Kuvanger Stage: Use a boomerang cutter to snatch it from the resting place. You can also
try using a platform made with Shotgun Ice if you have an X-Buster boost. Sting Stage Defeat Running Octopus. Slide down the wall of the pit right in front of the cave and the screen will scroll. Use boots to break through the walls. Wall. buoyancy of water to jump to the right where the tank is. Sub-Tanks (X Mode) Mammoth Flame Stage: In an area with ledges and lava (or ice if
you beat Chill Penguin), with picketers, climb the ledges and work your way up and left. There's one-up there. Jump to the left of 1-Up to find the sub-Tank in the wall. You need a helmet to get a Sub-Tank. Stage Storm Eagle: Part through the scene you come across floating platforms with flamethrower robots on them. Ride on one of these platforms to the building above you on
the left; Shoot the glass on the side of the building and jump inside for sub-Tank. Spark Stage Mandrill: Closer to the top of the stage, climb to the right and then down. Dash into the wall you will find there and fire Boomerang Katter as you hit the wall. This should give the cutter enough momentum to catch the Sub-Tank. Armored stage Armadillo: This is for the first tank spike that
cuts through the passage. Stay on the wall and let the tank pass under you and then fall and head left. X's Enhancements Capcom shuffled everything around from its seats in the original game... Boots: They're on stage at Mammoth Flame. Near the area where Sub-Tank is located, right in front of the room with lava/ice, jump up into the vertical passage in the ceiling. Helmet:
Onstage Chill Penguin. It's in the section with bats and spikes. Climb the wall on the right and break through a few blocks with boots. Armor: At the end of the Storm Eagle scene, look for a high vertical tower with stripes on it that you have to climb over. Drop down into a narrow space on the right side of the tower, and use the helmet to break through the blocks there. X-Buster:
Get this from scratch inside Sigma Fortress. If you want it early, go to the Sting Chameleon stage and dash-jump to the ledge over the cave, right next to the pit where you will find the heart of the tank. You have to fight the mini boss first. (Try a tornado tornado on it; don't forget to hit his head.) Heart Tanks (Vile Mode) Chill Penguin's stage: Like in X Mode, it is inside the building,
but not on the rock. Instead, it is in a building on the ground, the first one you come across. Bring the Ride Armor to the right to it and smash the building open with fist attack armor. Mammoth Flame Stage: This is where Sub-Tank is in X mode. Storm Eagle Stage: It's on top of the building with a Ride Armor in it. Ride them and go left, and climb to the building you will find there.
Spark Mandrill Stage: It's in the same place as in X mode. Grab it with a quick Homesick. You can also make the jump with Ride Armor, but it's easier to use Cutter. Running the octopus stage: just like X Mode. Armored Stage Armadillo: This is where fireball capsules can be found in X mode. Use the hover jump liberally. Boomerang Kuvanger Stage: It's at the top of the elevator
with spiked platforms; It is on the spike platform at the top of the screen, just from the Range of Jumping Vile. You can get it by jumping off another platform spike below before the elevator destroys it. Or use the hovering technique to jump off the wall. Stage Sting Chameleon: Right at the beginning of the scene, there's a tall platform with a woodcut robot on it. Stand on the tree
trunk and wait for the logger to hit the piece you're standing on. The piece should start the journey to the left, with you still on it. You will snag the heart tank automatically just before you reach the start of the stage. Sub-Tanks (Vile Mode) Boomerang Kuvanger stage: This is where the heart tank is during X Mode. Use Fast Homesick to capture it. Scene Sting Chameleon: Found
in a slit in the ceiling during a cave where you were attacked left and right by enemy Ride Armors. Grab the Ride Armor from above the cave (jump there at the beginning before you enter the cave) and then get it to the opening of the ceiling, and use it to jump into the aisle (jump while in the Ride Armor, then, while the armor is still in the air, extract yourself from the armor by
clicking up and jumping). Launch Octopus Stage: Ride the water whirling up to the ship that showers you with rockets. Don't destroy it. Walk through it to the other side and then go to the floating platform that you see there. Ride it to the right and you should see the Sub-Tank floating on the water there. Eagle Storm Stage: This one is so not worth it. Not far from the stage you will
see several floating platforms with flamethrower guns on them. Destroy the first gun, then jump on its platform and face to the left and start scaling the platforms to the building. Shoot the glass, get in the ride armor, and head to the right. You have to travel on floating platforms (shoot the guns from the Vulcan and always use dash jumping), through another green building with
enemy lightning back and forth on it and then over another set of floating platforms. When you reach the right of the platform itself (it should be very close to one next to it, and very close to another building), ride it down and use the Ride Armor to hit on the blocks you see there. As soon as they are gone, jump out of the armor and enter the aisle you opened. It's one neck pain
because if you take a hit, or if enemies don't drop any energy weapons, or if you don't dash when you need to, you probably won't have enough time to do And if you die (Ride Armor falls like a brick), you have to start over. (But at least it doesn't matter how many lives you have when you torture it...) Vile's Weapons You always end up playing with the same collection of weapons;
However, you get different weapons from the Mavericks depending on what order you beat them in. The next few will average about four weapons. After that, you start getting six to eight weapons per Maverick. Note that some Mavericks have a penchant for certain types of weapons. For example, defeat Sting Chameleon later in the game and you'll probably get a whole killed
laser shoulder weapon. Boomerang Kuvanger tends to give you incisors, and armored Armadillo tends to offer up energy balls. And so on. Because of this system, I can't just list what kind of weapon you get from whom. However, all mavericks seem to have the minimum weapons that they will surely give you after their defeat. I list them below. For other weapons, see general tips
and tricks, be sure to switch to a page covering the original game, as most of the information is still valid. This section details just what's different. Common Vile Mode Tips: Take it slow with Vile. It's ridiculously easy to scroll the enemies on the screen in this game (and it's funny easy to scroll the power items off), so keep in mind that the enemies you just defeated two seconds
ago may decide to come at you from all the odd directions if you accidentally scroll them onto the screen while jumping to avoid another enemy's shots and so on. Bomb 'em: Try to use the weapon legs (particularly napalm and energy balls) from the air. Vile has less recovery time on most of his foot arms when he is in the air, and as a bonus you can often avoid taking damage by
being above your target rather than in front of him. Vile's Ride Armors have time limits. This was most likely put in place to create puzzles where you have to get a Ride Armor in a certain place to use it to do something (break the container or whatever) before you run out of time. It's kind of annoying though, and any damage you take while in the armor just reduces your available
time further. (On the other hand, any energy weapon you take increases time because the timer divides your weapon energy meter.) On the good side, when ride armor time runs out and it explodes, an explosion can hurt enemies. So, in a way, you can use ride armor as a limited smart bomb if you want. (Just pop out when you have Armor is where you want to blow up.) With
some weapons Vile can hover in the air essentially indefinitely until it has run out of energy weapons. Just keep tapping the gun fire button In the air Vile hangs motionless in the air while firing, and if you shoot another shot as soon as he recovers from his first, he won't fall at all between shots. It is best suited to its shoulder arms, but you can also achieve this with certain foot
weapons and other weapons. Use this hover technique to do things like hang out in the air to avoid enemy shots. You can also use it to help yourself in landing on moving platforms- just hover in the air until the platform gets into position for you to land on it (or grab it from the side if necessary). Hover-Jump: This is my pretty lame term for technique for extending Vile's jump length.
Jump into the air and then start shooting the shoulder gun (the default Front Runner is better, since it's unlikely that you'll work out the energy weapons with it), holding the control pad in the direction of your jump. The key is to wait a split second after Vile ends up recovering from the shot before shooting again. If you do it right, Vile should inch forward without sinking into height
much, if at all. You can use this more than twice Vile's normal distance jumps. Fireball Capsule: Just like in the original game, except you have to get to the capsule site without taking any damage during the stage (dying by falling into the pit at the end in order). The charged Rolling Shield does wonders here. On the good side, you only need to visit the capsule location once, and
the fireball is saved with the rest of your save game data to boot. Note that you can actually kill the second form of Sigma with a fireball (and it only takes one fireball in this game). It's less difficult here because you have a big goal to aim for. The easiest way is to charge Chameleon Sting all the way and then use the invulnerability it provides to give yourself a chance to jump on his
arm and shoot a fireball into Sigma's head without getting hit. Unlockables: Sigma Day: This is an animated movie of sorts that you unlock by winning a game like X. This is a prequel to Mega Man X1 basically. Vile Mode: Although the guide covers this mode explicitly, you still have to unlock it by defeating the game with X in the first place. Clean Game Save: This is to save the file
that you make after you beat the game. You keep all your weapons and other items that you have earned on your game until the end. This preservation allows you to return to any stage at any time (even fortress stages), but the stages are not considered cleared, and thus you get the plot and bosses as if you were going through a stage for the first time. Even after completing the
stage, it is not marked as cleaned and you can go back into it and fight the boss over and over again. Mostly with Save, no stage is ever considered cleaned, but you keep all the items and improvements that you have chosen along the way. X's Ending: Sigma's Fortress explodes while X stands on a rock watching. The ending then goes into flashbacks, where Dr. Cain opens the X
capsule and listens to Dr. Light's warning (which is currently videotaped). Dr. Light's speech changed somewhat from the original game; now he calls X the hope of the world (can this guy see the future or what?). There are extra scenes where X looks at the bike zero and then gets on his own and goes for a walk. Vile's Ending: Vile hits on X for a while, then zero stops him,
grabbing his leg and then he yells at the X shoot. (Gnus: No! not a loaded shot! I: Yes, a loaded shot. Anyway, X shoots and Vile falls unconscious, waking up later alone with Sigma. (Either X and zero left him there, or Sigma saved it, I guess.) Sigma just stands there looking at him. Finally Sigma asks Vile what he intended to achieve. Vile laughs, coughs, and admits that now
that when he thinks about it, he really has no idea. Sigma radio's call for someone to come pick up Vile and then turns and walks away. Vile reaches out in the air, then his vision is static, and that's the end of the end. Ending.
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